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In This IssueFocus on Emerging Issues in Stem Cell
Ethics
HYUN, PAGE 505, MATHEWS ET AL., PAGE 508, KREINER AND IRION, PAGE 513, AND
LONGSTAFF ET AL., PAGE 517
This issue of Cell Stem Cell presents a series of Forum articles
on the ethical, legal, and social impacts of stem cell research,
covering emerging issues in stem cell tourism, stem cell patent-
ing and intellectual property rights, stem cell biobanking, and
professional migration of stem cell researchers. We are grateful
to all the authors for their contributions and would also
particularly like to thank our Editorial Board member Chris
Scott for collaborating with us closely to put this focus together.
The cover image (pictured to the left) is an art quilt entitled
‘‘Crystal Ball,’’ a reference to the forward-looking nature of these
articles.Expanding iPSC-derived MAIT Cells
Provides Immunity to Bacterial Infection
WAKAO ET AL., PAGE 546Reprogramming to iPSCs and redifferentiation can expand functional human mucosal-associated invariant T (MAIT)
cells, paving the way for both in-depth investigation of their properties and examination of therapeutic potential.Patience Is a Virtue: Derivation of Cortical Interneurons from hPSCs
MAROOF ET AL., PAGE 559 AND NICHOLAS ET AL., PAGE 573
Two studies in this issue generate methods for directed differentiation of hPSCs into cortical interneurons capable
of mimicking the protracted timeline for maturation that occurs during human postnatal development. Preview by
Oscar Marı´n.miR-34a Sets a ‘‘Sweet Spot’’ for Notch in Colorectal Cancer Stem Cells
BU ET AL., PAGE 602
The tumor suppressor microRNA miR-34a generates cell fate asymmetry in colon cancer stem cells by sequestering
Notch1 mRNA. Preview by Douglas Winton.Mesp1 Stars on a New Stage
CHAN ET AL., PAGE 587
Mesp1, regarded as amaster regulator exclusively promoting generation of cardiac mesoderm, in fact specifies blood,
cardiac, or skeletal muscle differentiation depending on context.Less Is More with Oct4
KARWACKI-NEISIUS ET AL., PAGE 531
Although Oct4 expression is required for pluripotency, reducing
its levels results in increased Oct4 binding to key genomic nodes
with signaling responses favoring self-renewal. Thus, robust
pluripotency stems from lowered Oct4, and wild-type levels enable
differentiation.lncRNAs Control NSC Specification
RAMOS ET AL., PAGE 616
Genome-wide approaches identifying lncRNAs in subventricular
zone neurogenesis provide insight into glial/neuronal lineage
specification and provide a resource for the study of lncRNAs in
development and disease.Cell Stem Cell 12, May 2, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. xiii
